When I catch my dinner, I have to make sure I hold onto it very tightly or it will slip away. Are you able to hold onto all the slippery ice cubes?
I am a **Leatherback** sea turtle. It is very hard for me to hold onto my favorite snack jellyfish. So I have special spikes in my mouth and throat that helps me eat.
Sometimes my dinner likes to hide from me, so when I’m hungry I have to reach into small spaces. At times, it is very hard for me. Can you grab the sponges from the ice cube tray?
Great job! If you have not guessed already, I am *Hawksbill* sea turtle. My pointy and narrow beak allows me to reach into small places to catch my food.
Hey! Do you like arts and crafts? What do you use when you need to cut something? Yes, Scissors! I don’t use scissors because I don’t have hands, but my beak works just like scissors. Can you cut the grass on this table for me?
I am a **Green Sea Turtle**. My beak works just like the scissors you used to cut the grass. My beak lets me eat seagrass and sea lettuce very easily.
The food I like to eat has a hard shell making it difficult to crack open. However, I have a special tool on me. Can you guess what it is? Try to open the walnut with the tools in front of you.
I am an *Olive Ridley* sea turtle. My special tool is my beak. My beak lets me crack hard shells. After I crack the shell, I get to enjoy my tasty dinner.
When I am hungry, I like to eat my favorite types of food. But, some have hard shells making it hard for me to eat. How do you think I eat these types of food? Try to smash a walnut using the green tools in front of you.
I am a *Loggerhead* sea turtle. My mouth is designed just right for me. My beak lets me smash and pound the hard shells of crabs, snails, and other mollusks that I like to eat.